Does this break your heart,
like it does ours?
Emily was born into a Christian family 23 years ago. She
grew up going to Sunday School, Vacation Bible School,
youth group, short term missions, and possibly was
home schooled or attended Christian private school. She
entered college at 18 professing to be a Christian. As
she leaves college and enters the world as an educated
professional, she now tells others she doesn’t think she
is a Christian anymore.

But he has now grown cynical of his faith because he
has noticed it hasn’t really mattered much in his life.
As he looks around he notices his Christian friends
were more like all of his other friends than they were
different. Maybe Christians were even more judgmental,
defensive, emotionally fragile, and less successful than
those who didn’t care about religion.

James graduated from college 10 years ago and began
his career believing Jesus for his salvation. He may have
even become a Christian in college through the influence
of campus ministries.

The Solution?

to SET THE STAGE
for WORLDVIEW EDUCATION
Biblical Mandate
to EQUIP the saints
Ephesians 4:12

MULTIPLE
WORLDVIEW

equipping programs

CORE ASSUMPTIONS

transformation program

Biblical Mandate
to TRANSFORM
by the renewing of the mind
Romans 12:2

What if we could...
...start at the foundation,
the fundamental patterns of
thought (the core assumptions
or presuppositions, if you will)
that influence how we think,
feel, and act?
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...discover and measure how our
patterns of thought align or fail
to align with God’s design?

...measure it, change it, and
measure it again?
...help students see and own
the need to change their
critical core assumptions
that lie beneath their
worldview?

...help one another help others
actually think biblically and
“walk in the spirit”?

We’re not talking about...
...memorizing presuppositions.

...identifying historic philosophical positions.

...predicting what the right answers should be.

...doing well on tests or getting better grades.

We are talking about...
...being “transformed by the renewing of [our
minds]” to “prove what is that good, and
acceptable, and perfect will of God” (Ro 12:2).
...measuring it in such a way that we can help
each other improve our biblical mindset.

Our Program is...
Transformational
Owned
Measured

not just Equipping

not just Memorized

not just Graded
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MEASURED TRANSFORMATION

Here are examples of just a few of the many confidential reports available to you for your
particular student population.*

Comparative Analysis
Measured Growth

This illustrates the measure of growth
that a typical student achieved after
taking the b4worldview course.
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earned by you

open to change behavior

science

truth
trust

1

joy

absolute

faith

freedom
purpose
hope

that is

TRANSFORMATION
				
MEASURED

andOWNED!
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after

10

open to change beliefs
relative

before

bestowed on you

esteem
belonging

*The student can choose to share confidential reports with others (parents, teachers, counselors, pastors, etc.) who can help the student.
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PROFILES
Your average b4worldview profile

How do the group’s core assumptions align with biblical teaching?

core assumptions
Truth
Subjective

Reliance on evidence for knowledge

Absolute

Observable

Reality (existence of object)

Faith

Physical

Life Satisfaction

Eternal

Gained

Justification (source of moral authority)

Bestowed

Supernatural

Human

Population Profile
Demographics:*
46 Students
55% female
45% male
Student answers are reported as aligned
or misaligned with biblical absolutes.

% population by view of reality
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

Biblical

Secular

*For statistical accuracy and for preservation of confidentiality, b4worldview
requests at least 30 members in a group before providing these kind of reports.
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PERSONALITY ANALYSIS
Insights into how your unique personality
impacts your worldview and your faith.

b4worldview Profile: Personality and Truth
Risk tolerance
High

Low
Relative

Absolute

Belief about Truth

b4worldview Profile: Personality and Faith
Reliance on
faith
High

Low
Avoid
“minimize pain”

Approach
“maximize pleasure”

Motivational tendency
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the ANSWERS
What does b4Worldview do?
b4worldview is an interactive transformational online learning
experience for people at any age—but especially millennials who are
facing college. Expert professionals at b4worldview have discovered
that although someone becomes a Christian, if they maintain carnal
thinking about human nature, truth, and reality, then they will be
vulnerable to the “elementary and worthless principles of this world.”
Christians and non-Christians alike ultimately think, feel, and act from
fundamental patterns of thought, which are called core assumptions.
These are basic ideas that influence choices about life and living that
are rarely, if ever, questioned or proven.
b4worldview exposes the carnal mind and reveals the mind of Christ.
After 10–12 hours of the b4worldview course, a Christian will more
fully grasp why God’s truths matter and why the assumptions of this
world are futile. After the b4Worldview course, a non-Christian will
become very uncomfortable with the worthlessness of the assumptions
of this world and be more open to absolute truth and a reliance
on faith. b4Worldview provides Christians and non-Christians an
investigation of God’s Truth without saying, “because the Bible says
so.” b4worldview’s mission is to help believers transform their own
core assumptions from carnal to Kingdom core assumptions so that
they can engage a dying world in more effective ways and more fully
benefit in their own lives from the privileges and provisions of The
Kingdom in which they belong. The passion behind b4worldview is for
Christians to be the light God has purposed us to be. Maybe even more
importantly, b4worldview disturbs the cynical or apathetic foothold
both Christians and non-Christians have typically relied on while
turning a deaf ear to the Gospel of Grace.

How does b4Worldview do it?
The b4Worldview system is accessible on the internet (in the cloud)

by anyone who has a computer, a browser, a high-speed internet
connection, and a login. The system can have unlimited users at any
time. The entire course has been designed to interact with the student
individually. Every student interaction with the system is confidentially
recorded. The software constantly measures the student’s core
assumptions and relationship with the material. The system leverages
artificial intelligence technology to develop a personal relationship
between the student and the online learning environment. As the
student progresses, the learning experience advances to assist the
student in developing biblical thought patterns. The system is updated
perpetually to assure that the student experience is always improving.
At any time during the course, the student may request reports on
assessments and progress. The student can choose to share these
confidential reports with others (parents, teachers, counselors, pastors,
etc.) who can help the student.

Where is the real value?
b4Worldview captures metrics to help guide each student
through the course. This is b4Worldview’s “secret sauce.”
For the sponsoring organization, the metrics provide reports.
Those reports give you strategic insights into how your
actions can collaborate with your student’s transformation.
The b4Worldview staff stands ready to share how the
statistics provided can highlight opportunities for other
supportive forms of intervention you can choose to offer
your students.

b4worldview is an attractive and affordable
learning solution for...
• ...preparing senior high schoolers 		
(and their parents) in Christian 		
churches for what’s ahead,
• ...helping small groups in Christian 		
churches develop biblical thinking,
• ...assisting counselors in Christian 		
churches, schools, and ministries
with identifying core problems with
assumptions, and
• ...improving the first year experience 		
for freshman in Christian colleges
and universities.
		

Why would someone want
to take the course?
Most students take the b4Worldview course because they are asked
to do so. (Normally someone else—a parent, church, school, ministry,
or institution—pays for the course.) The course perpetually assesses
how your core assumptions align with Kingdom core assumptions. For
the Christian or non-Christian who sincerely desires to figure out the
best way to think—and don’t we all want to know that?—the course
guides us through a customized interactive thought experience.If
you want to think more biblically, “to put off the old man,” to more
fully experience the provisions and privileges of God’s province, know
that you are “a new creation,” and more effectively shine your light
before others, b4Worldview can help you. And, as you are willing,
b4Worldview can help others help you.
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cultural transformation

Equip
Ephesians 4:12

Most Worldview
Education programs
start here

Transform
Romans 12:2

“

b4 a Christian can be equipped
to transform the culture with
a Kingdom worldview, the
Christian’s core assumptions
must be transformed to those
of Christ.

”

starts here
(core assumptions)

Want to know more?
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visit b4worldview.com

